Forest Tree Breeding by Selection
Clonal Seed Orchards - Seedling Seed Orchards, Progeny Tests
By HELGE JOHNSSON, Ekebo
Within a region where a technically valuable tree species
is of common occurrence and on an average attains a
satisfactory development, breeding by selection is a primary task. To accomplish a selective programme: two
ways, differing in principle, have been suggested.
FABRICIUS
(1922) proposed the establishment of test plantations with progenies from selected trees after Open pollination. At the enld of the test period inferior families were
to be removed and the plantation woubd then be useld as a
seed source. This way of approach can be termed the seedling seed orchard-progeny test method (WRIGHT 1962). The
progenies must, of course, not be open-pollinated but might
be derived from crosses between the sellecte~dtrees, the
selection in the test plantation being performad in different
ways such as individual, family and combined selections.
J (1934),
~
The other method was suggested by S YRACH ?
who wrote: "I strongly urge, therefore taking up vegetative
propagation and in conjunction with experiments of artificial pollination, the establishment of seed plantations for
the supply of seeds for practical use". This demonstrates
the fundamental feature of the clonal seed orchard method.
Later on a number of authors have contributed to the
further development of this method, which is widely applied, not least in the North-European countries.
Recently a discussion has arisen concerning the merits
(1962), who claims
of the two methods, initiated by WRIGHT
that the seedling seed orchard-progeny test method is the
most promising one. I n this paper some thoughts concerning the problem will1 be set forth.

Genetical considerations
The relation between plus tree selection
und selection in the progenies:
WRIGHT (1962) has performed quantitative genetical calculations of the genetical gain which is to be expected as
the result of various selection procedures. As unit he uses
the gain, obtainable by individual selection in a plantation,
established by progenlies from panmictic matings between
a number af seiected trees (plus trees), this gain being
denoted by 1G. I n order to emphasize that this unit refers
to indivi~dualselection in the progenies of the plus trees,
it will be written A Gi here. Consequently the gain of the
plus tree selection can be written A G,. WRIGHT puts A G, =
k . A Gi and defines the constant as k = heritability in wild
standlheritability, determined from a progeny test = h2,/
h". According to WRIGHT hZishould always exceed h\ and
thus k < 1. I n his numerical examples WRIGHT uses k = 0.5.
Thus, the ,genetical gain of plus tree selection in olld Stands
should always be less than that of individual selection in
their progenies. The correctness of this assumption may be
tdoubted for very good reasons. Let us consilder the separate
factors which determine any AG! Accoriding to definition
A G = i . a . h h i t h i = the selection intensity, o = the
standarid deviation and h"
the heritability. Thus we have:
A
G, = i, o, h2,,
for plus tree selection
and for individual selection in the progenies
A G1. = i.1 oi hZi.
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The selection intensity of the plus tree selection can be
kept very high with i, around and even above 3. If the aim

is to use the test plantation as a seed source, the intensity
of selection within the progenies must bje rather low. For
instance, s.election of one in~divi~dualout of ten gives
ii = 1.75.
The standard deviation connected with plus tree selection
is measured in units other than the Same quclntity dealt
with a t the individual selection in the progezies, viz. in
measurements for mature trees, whereas csi refers to
younger ages in a practical application. A priori the correlation between oi and o, is unknown and oi + 0,.
Thus even h" really should be greater thm. h2,, A Gp
may very well be grieatler tban A Gi. Hence WRIGHT'S
estimates of the relations 'between the genetic gains of the plus
tree selection anld of the selection in the progenies are
without any relevance.
~
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Clonal seed orchards - seedling seed orchards, progeny t e s t ~ :
I n his calculations WRIGHT puts the (geneticai gain of the
seed of a seedling plantation of crosses among the plus
trees as equal to the gain of a clonal orchard, Suilt up with
the Same plus trees. This is true according to the HARDYWEINBERG law, provided, of course: that all plus trees enter
as parents of the progenies in the same frequency, that
the clones are of the Same size and that the variation in
seed setting and male flowlering capacity is negligeable.
Another condition is that the number of parents of the progenies be so large that the frequency of matings between
relatives can be kept out of con~i~deration.
Thus, with these conditions in mind, it is genetically irrelevant whether the genetical gain of the plus tree selection be utilized by means of
A. clonal seed orchards,
B. seedling seed orcharids, established by crosses among the
plus trees.
Whichever of these two alternatives is used it represents
an initial step only in a rational breeding programme. I t
is evildent that further progress can be made by repeated
selection in subsequent generations without guidance of
progeny tests, but that progeny testing must be of great
value for planning further selection work.
When the progeny test has been accomplished, new
clonal orchards could be established either by using only
those clones in the original orchards which have shown
themselves to possess the highest general combining abilities or laying out new seedling seed orchards of progenies
from these clones.
I n the seedling seed orchard - progeny test approach the
Same plantation is used for progeny testing as for seed
production. After the test period the progeny test is transformed into a seed orchard by removing inferior families
and individuals. I n his efforts to demonstrate the advantages oS this method WRIGHT has made calculations of the
genetical gains obtainable in different kinds of seed orchards. Acco~dingto these calculations a clonal orcharld
thinned to the clones with the best general combining ability gives less progress than a seedling seed orchard, established with progenies of the plus trees after Open pollination and thinned to the best families. WRIGHT says:

